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CHAPTER 4

Abstract

Spores of Bacillus cereusf pose a threat to food safety due to their high resistance
to the heat or acid treatments commonly used to make food microbially safe. As
spores survive these treatments and later resume growth either on foodstuffs
or, after ingestion, upon entering the gut they are capable of producing toxins
which cause either vomiting or diarrhoea respectively. The outer layers of the
spore consist primarily of proteins which may serve as potential biomarkers for 
detection. In order to quantify proteins in the insoluble fraction of the spore
coat, a proteomics approach using a QconCAT reference standard was employed

to determine the abundance of 21 proteins which spanned across three orders
of magnitude and together covered 5.66% ±0.51 of the total spore weight. 

BC_0987, renamed SasS. Furthermore, protein stoichiometry and determination
of the abundance of, for instance, germination mediating enzymes provides useful

CotB1, CotB2, CotX and InhA, are presented to be biomarker candidates
containing immunogenic epitopes as predicted by the SVMTriP algorithm and
being conveniently located in the outermost layers of the spore.

Introduction

Bacillus cereus presents a problem for the food industry due to its ability to
survive common processing methods such as heat or acid treatment by forming
(endo)spores. Although spores are metabolically dormant, after such treatments, 
when conditions become favourable for growth they can germinate and grow
out. Once back in a vegetative state they can start producing toxins either 
in the food product or after ingestion in the gut resulting in food poisoning
causing vomiting or diarrhoea respectively. Proper detection of spores therefore
determines an important benchmark for food safety.47 Spores consist of a 
layered structure with a central core containing the DNA, surrounded by a
peptidoglycan cortex layer which in turn is surrounded by the proteinaceous
inner and outer coat layers. In the case of B. cereus this compact spore 
structure is then surrounded by a loose layer composed of protein, lipids and
carbohydrates called the exosporium.28,85,130 As the outermost layers consist
mainly of protein there is a potential for these proteins to be used as spore

targets for detection it is important to know which are abundant.

of the spore proteome,17 however these have so far only used relative 
measurements which allow for comparison of different conditions but give no
information on the number of proteins per spore. QconCAT approaches rely
on creating a synthetic isotopically labelled protein consisting of concatenated
tryptic peptides which are quantotypic for the targeted proteins.80 This protein is
then spiked into the sample and digested alongside the analyte creating a set of 
reference peptides for all targeted proteins in a 1:1:1 ratio at a known quantity

select 20-25 target proteins per QconCAT construct when using two
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selected quantotypic peptides per target protein makes it perfectly suited for 
investigations of this scope as the spore proteome is estimated to consist of less

85

case of B. cereus, this is in part due to the fact that the exosporium traps proteins 
from the mother cell in the so called interspace region adding a confounding factor 
in the case of non-targeted methods.

QconCATs are normally implemented in a homogeneous system,80,131 however 
as spore proteins are highly crosslinked a large part of the spore proteome
can not be fully solubilized by standard methods such as SDS-extraction. Using

81 it is possible to identify these 
proteins by using trypsin to cleave peptides exposed by prior SDS-extraction
and using reducing conditions which should break crosslinks such as dicysteines
and dityrosines.18,19

peptides which are likely not obstructed by crosslinks. By optimising digestion time
we can ensure completed digestion thus enabling us to quantify protein content
using a QconCAT approach in a heterogeneous system.

Beyond determining the abundance, using a QconCAT also allows for 
determination of protein stoichiometry. Interplay between proteins is an
important factor for acquisition of spore resistance mechanics,17,18 and many spore
proteins are know to interact with each other.132–134 Information about protein 
stoichiometry can provide insight into how proteins relate to each other in vivo
and give a sense of spatial dimensions occupied. Perturbations in this stoichiometry
give a measure for integrity of the spore coat which may be connected to acquired

Most investigations into structural spore proteins are based on analyses of knock-

and CotE are examples of such proteins which are essential for the deposition of 
entire layers of the spore coat.33,35 However, in many cases incorporation into the 
coat is dependent on several proteins interacting to form a structural framework 

135 This invalidates 
the knockout approach in comprehensively identifying the set of structural
spore proteins. Spore proteins are known to be crosslinked together to form a
coherent structure; structural proteins such as these are likely to be abundant
compared to functional proteins such as enzymes or receptors present in the coat. 

proteins.

enzymes, a transcription factor, and several uncharacterised proteins. These
proteins are located across the various different layers of the spore though in

B. cereus. A short
functional description of each protein included in the QconCAT, its supposed
localisation and accompanying notable bibliography are displayed in Table 4.1.
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The abundance of 21 spore proteins is determined using a QconCAT approach
in a heterogeneous system. In this manner 5.66% ±0.51 of the total spore

classify proteins by function, structural or otherwise. Furthermore, determining
protein stoichiometry provides insight into the way either known or potential
interactors may relate to each other. Finally, the potential of the most abundant
proteins for use as biomarkers is assessed using the immunogenic epitope
prediction algorithm SVMTriP.136

Protein Name Gene ID Localisation Functional description Reference
Immune inhibitor A (InhA) BC_1284 Exosporium Secreted virulence factor 

which regulates the
secretome in Bacillus
anthracis and thuringiensis

137,138

Hypothetical Membrane 
Spanning Protein (BclC)

BC_3712 Exosporium Frequently found in spore
coat protein isolates. 
BLAST matches to
Hypothetical proteins. 
Contains collagen region
with GXX repeats common
in exosporium proteins.

139,140

IunH (Inosine-uridine 
preferring nucleoside 
hydrolase)

BC_2889 Exosporium Involved in inosine- or 
adenosine-induced
germination

27,141

Cell envelope-bound 
metalloprotease (CalY)

BC_1281 Exosporium Spore associated protease
detected in exosporium
isolates. Potentially involved

140,142

Spore coat protein X 
(CotX)

BC_2872 Exosporium/
Outer coat

Heavily cross-linked
insoluble protein, important
for structural integrity
(density) of outer coat

37

Spore coat protein B 
(CotB1)

BC_0389 Exosporium/
Outer coat

Exosporium basal layer 
protein. In B. anthracis
CotB is CotE independent, 
found in both coat and
exosporium isolates. 

35,38,143

Spore coat protein B 
(CotB2)

BC_0390 Exosporium/
Outer coat

Exosporium basal layer 
protein. B. anthracis CotB is
CotE independent, found in
both coat and exosporium
isolates. 

35,38,143

Alanine racemase 1 (Alr1) BC_2063 Exosporium/
Outer Coat

Quorum sensor for 
premature germination by
L-alanine in exosporium

27,144

Spore coat protein E 
(CotE)

BC_3770 Outer Coat Major morphogenetic
protein, anchors
exosporium and many
outer coat proteins.

35
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Putative uncharacterized 
protein (YusW)

BC_0212 Inner/Outer 
Coat

Unknown 145

SpoVID-dependent spore 
coat assembly factor SafA 
(SafA)

BC_4420 Inner Coat Major morphogenetic
protein, directs inner coat
proteins.

33,146

Spore coat protein GerQ 
(GerQ/YwdL)

BC_5391 Inner Coat Structural protein, 
potentially highly cross-
linked. Important for CwlJ
localisation. Important for 
germination with Ca2+-
DPA

42,147,148

Spore peptidoglycan 
hydrolase (YaaH)

BC_3607 Inner Coat Assists breakdown of 
cortex by cleaving products
of SleB/CwlJ activity.

10

SpoVT (Stage V 
sporulation protein T)

BC_0059 Cortex/
Inner Coat

Transcriptional regulator 149

YtfJ (Putative 
uncharacterized protein)

BC_4640 Cortex/
Inner Coat

Germination receptor, 
stimulus unknown. 

150

YpeB (Hypothetical 
Membrane Spanning 
Protein)

BC_2752 Cortex/
Inner Coat

Cortex lysis partner to
SleB. 

151

Sporulation cortex 
protein (YhcN/CoxA)

BC_4419 Cortex/
Inner Coat

Unknown function, 

B.subtilis mutants have
hampered outgrowth.

152

SleB (Spore cortex-lytic 
enzyme)

BC_2753 Cortex/
Inner Coat

Key protein, together 
with CwlJ, for cortex
degradation during
germination.

133,151

Collagen adhesion protein 
(BC_5056)

BC_5056 Unknown Unknown function, 
frequently found in spore
coat protein isolates. 
Adhesin-like protein
indicates it may be
important as a virulence
factor.

This study.

Putative Uncharacterized 
Protein (BC_0987)

BC_0987 Unknown Unknown function, group

found in spore coat protein
isolates.

This study.

BC_2569 (Collagen triple 
helix repeat protein)

BC_2569 Unknown Unknown function, 
frequently found in spore
coat protein isolates. 
Contains collagen triple
helix repeat domain
common in exosporium
proteins.

This study.

Table 4.1 – Proteins quantified
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Materials and methods

B. cereus growth and sporulation conditions
B. cereus ATCC 14579 was grown in Tryptic Soy Broth medium at 30°C 
overnight. Overnight cultures were harvested and washed once and transferred

83 at an 
optical density of 2 at 600nm. Growth and sporulation was allowed to continue
for 4 days until a >95% spore crop was obtained. Spores were harvested by
centrifugation, washed with 1.25% Tween-20 once, followed by 4 washes with
cold mili-Q water after which spores were freeze-dried and stored at -80°C
before protein isolation.

Spore coat protein isolation

version of the method developed by Abhyankar et al.81 Lyophilised spores were 
resuspended in cold 10mM Tris-HCl and subjected to two cycles of bead beating
with Zirconia-Silica beads consisting of 3 rounds of 40s beating, 60s rest, resting
on ice for 10 minutes between cycles. Beads were washed with 1M NaCl 5 times

The soluble fraction of the spore proteome was removed by SDS extraction
(50 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.8), 0.2% SDS, 100 mM Na-EDTA, 100 mM -ME) for 10
minutes at 80°C. This also leaves the insoluble fraction of the proteome more
accessible to trypsin. After centrifugation the insoluble pellet was washed three
times with mili-Q water and freeze dried. 

Peptide sample preparation
Freeze dried protein material was resuspended in 100mM ammonium
bicarbonate and reduced with 10mM DTT at 55°C for 60 minutes and alkylated
with 55mM iodoacetamide for 45 minutes in the dark. Samples were centrifuged
and the pellet was resuspended in 100mM ammonium bicarbonate, 10%
acetonitrile, 5μg Trypsin was added per mg of material. At this point QconCAT
was added in different quantities as indicated. The digestion was allowed to
proceed for 18 hours at 37°C unless otherwise indicated. After digestion, 
the supernatant was collected and the pellet was washed twice with 100mM
ammonium bicarbonate. Up to 1% TFA was added to acidify the buffer, removing
ammonium bicarbonate and inactivating trypsin. Samples were freeze dried and
resuspended in 50% ACN, 0.1% TFA and stored at -80°C until use.

QconCAT design
The QconCAT was designed based on initial non-quantitative analyses of the
spore coat insoluble fraction (unpublished results). Reproducibly observed

could be considered Q-peptides as described by Brownridge et al.80

To be able to include several proteins of interest some liberties had to be taken
with the strict requirements for Q-peptides proposed previously,80 for instance
peptides starting with glutamic acid were allowed. The list of selected peptides
and the corresponding proteins is displayed in Table 4.2. A standard GluFib
peptide B (EGVNEEGFFSAR) was included for method development. 
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Supplementary Material S4.1125) and stored at -80°C in 0.5% HAc-buffer until use.

Gene ID Protein ID Protein Peptide Sequences

BC_0059 SpoVT Stage V sporulation protein T AVNTAASFLAK

EGDPLEIFVDR

BC_0212 YusW Putative uncharacterized protein LSPLLQELK

LNFNEFDLK

BC_0389 CotB1 Spore coat protein B1 DLIGSFVR

EEIILIAIK

BC_0390 CotB2 Spore coat protein B2 VGELVSLGK

SVSQVVK

BC_0987 BC_0987 Putative uncharacterized protein TFVSLEPNR

NTFFPTQNELVEISR

BC_1281 CalY Cell envelope-bound metalloprotease FLWNWDK

QSEPVYETTLADLQK

BC_1284 InhA Immune inhibitor A AADYGADAASGGHDNK

FEVVGQADDNSAGAVR

BC_2063 Alr1 Alanine racemase 1 GDGISYNVTYR

ANAYGHDYVPVAK

BC_2569 BC_2569 Collagen triple helix repeat protein ATVDSLPIR

ANVQLVGTSTLLTR

BC_2752 YpeB Hypothetical Membrane Spanning Protein SSLSPALADVWR

IALDDGSIVGFSAK

BC_2753 SleB Spore cortex-lytic enzyme FGLPVDGLAGAK

GASGEDVIELQSR

BC_2872 CotX1 Spore coat protein X VAQELFQK

NASVSEAAAQESK

BC_2889 IunH Inosine-uridine preferring nucleoside 
hydrolase

IAVGFNYAAFK

DIVTENVYFLER

BC_3607 YaaH Spore peptidoglycan hydrolase FITNILQTAQK

ISQTYNVPLASLAK

BC_3712 BclC Hypothetical Membrane Spanning Protein IPNTPSIPITK

ISVQSTLNEITIPATGNTNIR
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BC_3770 CotE Spore coat protein E EFVTEVVGETK

VNYTDEVSIGYR

BC_4419 YhcN/
CoxA

Sporulation cortex protein TSYNDTHQYR

VSTVVYGNDVAIAVKPR

BC_4420 SafA SpoVID-dependent spore coat assembly 
factor

IHIVQK

QQAGAGSAPPK

BC_4640 YtfJ/GerW Putative uncharacterized protein AADGSVILTVSK

IIELAPQAVDK

BC_5056 BC_5056 Collagen adhesion protein VDINVYR

GTPTIQNAVVLLER

BC_5391 GerQ Spore coat protein GerQ QATVVMTYER

GSSLGTQSYTGIIEAAGR

Mass Spectrometry analysis
LC-MS/MS data were acquired with an Bruker ApexUltra Fourier Transform Ion
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany)
equipped with a 7 T magnet and a nano-electrospray Apollo II DualSource™
coupled to an Ultimate 3000 (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) High-Performance
Liquid Chromatography system. For each digest, a similar amount of material was
dried in a vacuum concentrator and resuspended in 100% TFA and sonicated for 
15 min to disaggregate peptides which improved chromatographic behaviour.153

TFA was removed by blowing the sample dry with Argon gas. Peptides were

loaded onto a PepMap100 C18 (5 μm particle size, 100 Å pore size, 300 μm

injection, the peptides were eluted via an Acclaim PepMap 100 C18 (3 μm
particle size, 100 Å pore size, 75 μm inner diameter x 500 mm length at 60°C)

j p p p p (

using 0.1% formic acid / 99.9% H2O (A) and 0.1% formic acid / 80% acetonitril /
19.9% H2O (B) (0 min 97%A/3%B, 2 min 94%A/6%B, 110 min 70%A/30%B, 120

Q-selected peptide ions were fragmented in the hexapole collision cell at an
Argon pressure of 6x10-6 mbar (measured at the ion gauge) and the fragment
ions were detected in the ICR cell at a resolution of up to 60000. In the MS/MS
duty cycle, 3 different precursor peptide ions were selected from each survey
MS. The MS/MS duty cycle time for 1 survey MS and 3 MS/MS acquisitions was
about 2 s. Instrument mass calibration was better than 5 ppm over an m/z range
of 250 to 1500.

Data analysis
Raw FT-MS/MS data were processed with the MASCOT DISTILLER program, 
version 2.4.3.1 (64bits), MDRO 2.4.3.0 (MATRIX science, London, UK), including
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MS/MS spectra were optimized for the mass resolution of up to 60000. Peaks

0.7, with minimum signal to noise ratio of 2. 

The processed data were searched with the MASCOT server program 2.3.02
(MATRIX science, London, UK) against a complete B. cereus ATCC14579
predicted proteome database obtained from UniPROT154 complemented with 
the QconCAT protein amino acid sequence. Trypsin was used as enzyme and 1
missed cleavage was allowed. Carbamidomethylation of cysteine, oxidation of 
methionine and pyroglutamination of N-terminal glutamic acid were included

method was set to the metabolic 15N labelling method to enable MASCOT to
identify both the 14N target and 15N QconCAT peptides.

relative to the corresponding heavy QconCAT peptides was determined as the
heavy over light isotopic ratio using Simpsons integration of the peptide MS

of 99.6%. XIC threshold: 0.1, all charge states: on, max XIC width: 200 seconds. 
Allowed elution time shift for the heavy and light peptides was limited to 20
seconds.

All Isotope ratios were manually validated by inspecting the MS spectral data. 
For target peptides which over all replica analyses were occasionally not MS/MS

and light peptide ion chromatograms as the ratio of the areas under the curves
using Bruker DataAnalysis 4.2 program (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany).

The heavy over light isotopic ratios for all target peptides over all analyses are
systematically listed in Supplementary Table S4.1.125

Method verification
QconCAT concentration was determined by PolyQuant GmbH using a Bradford
protein assay.

concentrations (data not shown).

QconCAT approaches are usually performed in a homogeneous setting requiring
complete digestion of both sample and QconCAT. The insoluble nature of a
large part of the spore proteome therefore presents an issue in translating this
method to spore coat analyses. Though insoluble residual material remains after 
performing digestion with trypsin, completed digestion of spore material was
assured by optimising digestion time until no change was observed in isotope
ratios. Triplicate digests of an insoluble fraction isolate were made with digestion
time varying from 16 to 22 hours. Isotope ratios were plotted versus digestion
time and minimal change was observed for most peptides over the selected time
frame. In the ones that did change this was mostly due to data points conceived
through manual integration of the chromatogram. Overall 18 hours of digestion
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time was selected as optimal. Data are made available in Supplementary Material
S4.2.125 This validates the QconCAT approach in so far that the obtained data

Selective inaccessibility (i.e. crosslinking of one of the Q-peptides) is assessed
by using two Q-peptides per protein and comparing the difference between
them (see below). There remains a possibility that a fraction of the population
of a protein of interest is completely blocked off, however using mechanical and
chemical disruption as well as enzymatic cleavage makes this possibility remote.

Statistical approach
Acquired isotope ratios were multiplied by the amount of QconCAT used in
each experiment to convert the unit to pmol/mg. Data points were lumped
together for each protein across all analyses (3 biological replicates with 3
technical replicates each, using 4 different QconCAT amounts for each) and the

approach.155,156 The obtained dataset was resampled using a vector length equal
in size to the number of acquired data points separately for each protein and
bootstrapped to a value of n=1000 using Microsoft Excel.

This statistical approach relies on extensive experimental sampling and allows
all types of variance to be indicated under one denominator. This is enabled by
quantifying across a range of QconCAT reference concentrations. To appreciate
the different sources of variance, the isotope ratios for each peptide at each

across the range. As the total amount of peptide material released from the
sample should be the same across all technical replicates, the sum of the

mixing/weighing error by normalising to the average yield across each biological
replicate. The resultant plots are shown in Supplementary Material S4.3.125

Results and discussion

Protein abundance
Quantitative analyses were performed by combining the spore coat insoluble
fraction isolates with different concentrations of QconCAT (18.75, 37.5, 75, 
187.5pmol per milligram dry weight of insoluble coat material). Isotope ratios
for each peptide at each concentration were plotted and linearity on a double

125), these
also show the variance due to experimental errors to be small. Variance between
two Q-peptides of the same protein also becomes apparent and, though small

BC_5056 (examples shown in Figure 4.2). In all cases the ratios of both peptides
(Supplementary Table S4.1 for those available125) were used for calculating the 

in these cases is worthy of consideration if the observed variance is biological in

we calculated the copy number of proteins per milligram insoluble fraction by
multiplying the isotope ratios with the amount of QconCAT added the results of 
which after bootstrapping are shown in Figure 4.1.
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To understand how much of the spore is covered by these analyses we made a
weight comparison for each protein by multiplying copy numbers with protein
masses (Table 4.3). This indicated 5.66% ±0.51 of the total spore weight is
covered by these proteins with InhA taking up 2.33% ±0.27 as the largest
contributor. The total amount of protein per spore which is estimated at around
70%wt157

using only the 21 proteins included in this QconCAT analysis. As the total
number of proteins we identify from spore samples ranges in the hundreds (700

was covered using this limited set of proteins.
The rather unique properties of some spore proteins do not lend them suitable
for use within a QconCAT strategy due to them containing either a large
number of cysteines, repeat sequences prone to missed cleavage, regions very
rich in lysine, etc. This made it impossible to include several proteins frequently

complete the quantitative assessment of the spore coat other methods such as
AQUA will need to be employed.78

Figure 4.1 – Protein abundance per milligram of spore insoluble fraction.

Functional classification by protein abundance
Protein abundance is determined across three orders of magnitude showing

Structural proteins (CotB, CotX, CotE, SafA, GerQ) are generally more abundant
than proteins with enzymatic functions (YaaH, SleB, Alr1, IunH) as is to be
expected. Proteins located in the exosporium layer are also generally more
abundant which correlates to the size of the exosporium compared to the coat
layers.
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Proteins Abundance (pmol/mg) Weight%

CotB1 309.22 ±28.86 0.595 ±0.056

InhA 271.74 ±31.57 2.329 ±0.271

CotB2 247.71 ±18.09 0.415 ±0.030

CotX 246.12 ±11.71 0.401 ±0.019

BC_0987 171.28 ±7.76 0.249 ±0.011

GerQ 147.63 ±7.58 0.238 ±0.012

CalY 93.46 ±14.26 0.204 ±0.031

CotE 58.55 ±2.71 0.119 ±0.006

BclC  44.71 ±4.81 0.338 ±0.036

SafA 43.92 ±1.50 0.287 ±0.010

YhcN 32.18 ±2.19 0.079 ±0.005

BC_5056  25.71 ±2.5 0.089 ±0.009

YaaH 18.96 ±0.69 0.091 ±0.003

Alr1 18.41 ±0.54 0.081 ±0.002

YusW 12.01 ±0.64 0.021 ±0.001

IunH 9.32 ±1.09 0.034 ±0.004

SpoVT 8.48 ±0.62 0.017 ±0.001

YtfJ  6.71 ±0.23 0.009 ±0.000

BC_2569 6.01 ±0.32 0.032 ±0.002

YpeB 4.93 ±0.48 0.025 ±0.002

SleB 3.83 ±0.12 0.011 ±0.000

percentage of total weight

isolates indicating it may be spore associated and was therefore included in the
QconCAT. It is determined to be as highly abundant as known structural proteins
indicating, for lack of conserved (enzymatic) domains, it may be a structural spore
protein. BLAST analysis reveals a homolog of this protein can be found across
the B. cereus group. Strangely, there is a gene coding for a (nearly) identical protein

Streptococcus
pneumoniae 158 casting doubt onto whether or not BC_0987 is an actual spore protein 8

as S.pneumoniaee
proteins such as CotX and CotB, also have nearly identical homologs (CJK03595.1 and
CJA37784.1) in this particular isolate of S.pneumoniae indicating it perhaps has several 

knockout analysis, based on the data shown here we propose to rename this protein to
Structural abundant spore protein SasS.
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BC_2569 contains collagen-like regions, which relates it to one of the best characterized
exosporium proteins BclA. BclA is glycosylated protein, rich in GXX repeats known
to be a major structural component of the exosporium in Bacillus anthracis46. BclA 
is targeted to the exosporium by an N-terminal sequence which is similar to an
N-terminal sequence found in BC_2569 (LLGPTLPAIPP vs consensus LI/VGPTL/FPPIPP)45. 

suggests it is in fact not a structural protein, or at least not a major one like BclA. 

Abhyankar et al.1400 B. cereus exosporium isolates. Here we 
propose to rename it BclF.

Alr1 and IunH are enzymes which modify germinant molecules, L-alanine and inosine
respectively, to prevent the initiation of germination prematurely.141 As such they are of 
crucial importance for the survival of the bacterium. Kinetics of triggering germination
in response to stimulus with germinants rely on the conversion rate which depends
on the enzyme’s kinetic parameters and its abundance. The obtained abundances may
therefore be useful to reinforce models for protein germination. 

Stoichiometry – interactors have similar abundance
Proteins known to interact or function in a similar process appeared to be present
at near equimolar ratios. For instance, paralogs CotB1 and CotB2 are roughly equally

structural component of the exosporium.39 Their equal abundance suggests they may 
interact directly and have equally important roles in ensuring spore structure.

CotE and SafA are two of the major morphological proteins of the spore coat, each
being required for deposition of an entire coat layer.33,35,146 In Bacillus subtilis, the two
proteins have been shown to be anchored to the developing spore through the protein
SpoVID though not at the same binding site.159,160 They appear to be present in a0

roughly 4:3 ratio CotE:SafA numerically suggesting the non-equimolar stoichiometry in
interaction. This means either a fraction of the CotE present in spores does not interact
with SpoVID or there is space for more copies of CotE to interact compared to SafA. 
Considering their respective protein masses we can get an indication of the relative
space occupied by the respective proteins. Multiplying the observed numeric ratio with
respective protein masses, the proteins show a 2:5 ratio CotE:SafA.This indicates it is
likely that there is indeed space for multiple copies of CotE to interact with one copy
of SpoVID. To get a full picture of protein stoichiometry of the morphogenetic proteins

of SpoVID and SpoIVA is pending; Unfortunately in our hands SpoVID and SpoIVA
were not reproducibly detected when selecting proteins to include in the QconCAT
and were therefore not included in the quantitative analyses. Hence, determining full
stoichiometry of these morphogenetic proteins awaits complimentary approaches.

YpeB and SleB are known to interact151 and appear to be present in a 5:4 ratio. YaaH is 
known to break down products of SleB and CwlJ132 and is more abundant. It would be 
interesting to see if the combined copy numbers of SleB and CwlJ equal that of YaaH
or if these enzymes are kinetically balanced instead. Unfortunately, CwlJ is structurally
incompatible with QconCAT analysis as possible tryptic peptides are either N-terminal, 
contain cysteines, or end in RR prone to missed cleavage and was therefore not
included.
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Biomarker targets - copy numbers and immunogenicity
The obtained data is of interest for practical applications for spore recognition
by proposing potential protein biomarkers. As a ubiquitous food pathogen, 
proper detection of B. cereus is important for food safety. The golden standard for 
detection is still enumeration of colonies which is a time consuming approach.47,161

Furthermore, spores show heterogeneity in their germination response, and
so called persistors and superdormant spores162–164

this approach. A way to circumvent these issues as well as potentially increasing
sensitivity and assay speed would be to use biomarker detection instead. As the
majority of the outside of the spore consists of proteins, these would be a prime
target. An important characteristic of potential biomarkers is how abundant they 

To convert the obtained quantities of proteins to copy numbers per spore we need
to know the dry weight of a single spore which in the case of B. cereus is estimated 
to be around 1 picogram.165 As spores can differ in size166 this may have a larger 
variance than the data obtained here. Assuming the insoluble fraction represents
the majority of the spore’s dry weight the unit (pmol/mg) of the numbers obtained
above can be converted to molecules per spore by multiplying with a conversion

18*104 copies per spore.

To further assess the potential biomarker targets we used the SVMTriP algorithm136

to predict immunogenic epitopes of the most abundant proteins (CotB1, CotB2, 
InhA, CotX and BC_0987) the results of which are shown in Table 4.4. Luckily, 
these proteins are all located on the outermost layers of the spore indicating they
would likely be accessible to antibodies. Contrary to a top-down approach where
immunisation would take place using whole spores as antigens and then selecting

biomarker protein allows for minimisation of cross reactions thereby increasing

the antibodies raised.
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QUANTIFYING SPORE PROTEINS IN B.CEREUS

Protein Location Epitope Score
CotB1 54 - 73 KHLKSITKNAKECGSSDCEW 1.000

100 - 119 GPEKVEGILQDVSCDFVTLI 0.548
CotB2 5 - 24 LCCDQIKCLVGETVKVNLRG 1.000

123 - 142 GDEVIYVIKSHIKSVSQVVK 0.932
46 - 65 HGELVYYQLKHVKSLVKKVK 0.702

InhA 436 - 455 DYEKLNKGIGLATYLDQSVT 1.000
692 - 711 AIVGTLNGKPTVESSTRFQI 0.903
513 - 532 FKSLYEIEAEYDFLEVHAVT 0.846
613 - 632 TPQFKLDGFAVSNGTEKKSH 0.832
643 - 662 GSDNALKFARGPVYNAGMVV 0.766
260 - 279 DALKAAVDSGLDLSEFDQFD 0.744
18 - 37 TQSAYAETPANKTATSPVDD 0.708
555 - 574 TNGKWIDKSYDLSQFKGKKV 0.697
189 - 208 LFGNEPFTLDDGSKIETFKQ 0.671
90 - 109 LTKEASDFLKKVKDAKADTK 0.662

CotX1 36 - 55 QESKTYQISEESITIVDSAD 1.000
106 - 125 QINKQETVIRNSRNVTVTTT 0.534

BC_0987 - None predicted

Table 4.4 – Epitope predictions.
Immunogenic regions with location within their respective protein and score based on the SVMTriP
algorithm.136 Epitopes recommended by the algorithm are indicated in red. These were submitted

S.pneumoniae (see 
discussion).

Potential crosslink sites evident by limited accessibility to certain peptides
Though most Q-peptides belonging to the same protein showed the same
abundance, in some cases two Q-peptides for the same protein differed

crosslinked together to form a coherent structure, Abyankhar et al.17 previously

of certain proteins. Though the analyses performed here do not show a
transition in digestibility there is a similar trend in that accessibility to trypsin
at one end of the protein appears selectively limited. This may indicate potential
crosslinked regions which were reproducible across biological replicates.
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Figure 4.2 – Digestion variance between peptides of the same protein.
SleB is a typical result with both Q-peptides indicating the same L/H ratios. BC_5056 is one of 
several proteins showing divergent L/H ratios between Q-peptides. This is seen across biological

more likely partial accessibility to trypsin due to structural crosslinks. Other plots are available in
Supplementary Material S4.3.125

Conclusions

heterogeneous system of the B. cereus spore coat insoluble fraction. In this 

covering 5.66% ±0.51 of the total spore weight. The protein abundance spanned
three orders of magnitude and suggested functional properties of proteins
correlate with their abundance. The most abundant proteins are generally
known structural components which enabled us to functionally describe the
previously uncharacterised protein BC_0987, now renamed SasS. The obtained
information on stoichiometry of both putative and known interactors showed
them to be approaching equimolar quantities, which is of importance to

most abundant proteins are considered as biomarkers for detection of B. cereus 
group spores and immunogenic epitopes have been predicted to be present in 
CotB1, CotB2, CotX and InhA. These proteins are known to be present in the
outermost layers of the spore making them ideal candidate biomarkers.


